
Chapter 8 

Estates 

Estates can be studied at a variety oflevels, from the smallest entity, the yardland, to the 
large holdings of powerful magnates and monasteries. It is necessary to distinguish 
between the fundamental agrarian units of the yardland and township, and the 
'political' possessions oflords and others, which included whole and parts of townships. 
Estates of the church, parishes, cause complications when they do not coincide exactly 
with one or more townships; some examples are given below. 

Furlong patterns and field-system spatial layout, as recorded in fieldbooks, offer 
much information about townships and estates. The examples given below illustrate 
what can be discovered and show that many places are much more complex than they 
appear. 

Townships revealed by Inorphology 

Some township boundaries can be determined from the pattern offurlongs alone, there 
being discontinuities either side of a smooth line, indicating that the line acted as a 
constraint when furlongs were laid out, and therefore must predate them. Such an 
example is the eastern part of the township boundary of the three deserted vills of 
Cotton, now in the parishes of Raunds and Ringstead 1• The complex furlong arrange
ments in both Ringstead and Raunds become much simpler near a slade that separates 
the modem parishes. This is likely to be the township boundary of a field system 
belonging to the Cottons, once members of a medieval estate called the Gloucester Fee. 
The remainder of the boundary cannot be distinguished from the physical form ~f the 
furlongs alone because of the simple field pattern on the Nene Valley slopes. However, 
the Raunds part of the boundary can be extended from evidence in the 1739 field book. 
The analysis is explained in the Gazetteer, and it can be seen that there is a striking 
concentration of Gloucester Fee lands near to the Cottons. An area with domination by 
Gloucester land forms a ,line across the field system (east of longforlong, meadow fUrlong and 
pondmore hill fUrlong, Fig. 9), west of which there is no land in the fields belonging to the 
demesne of Burystead, ' the Duchy of Lancaster manor. The southern extent of this 
boundary is further confirmed by the furlong called Cotton mere. 

From this evidence, Raunds had absorbed part of the Cotton township (the remain
der going to Ringstead) by the eighteenth-century. No record of the process or the date 
of such a change occurs, but mead[owJ forlong, one of those belonging to 'Cotton 
(according to the boundary just defined), is mentioned in a case of trespass in a Duchy 
court roll of 14332. While reference to most of the Raunds topography would be 

1 Hall Medieval Fields 1982, p. 29. 
2 NRO X705, court roll 12 Oct. 12 Hen VI. 
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expected in the court rolls of both the Duchy and Gloucester estates (because the 
property was intermingled), there is no reason for the Duchy to be concerned with 
trespass in Meadow Furlong unless it was in the Raunds field system. It seems, therefore, 
that absorption had occurred before 1433. 

The township boundary of the deserted village of Silsworth in Watford is likewise 
obvious for much of its extent by a curving line having differences in the furlong pattern 
on either side. The boundary is confirmed by seventeenth-century descriptions of 
Silsworth enclosed ground, which complete the south-eastern part where the furlong 
pattern does not give much help 3 . 

Deer parks also affect the landscape. A park created at Hartwell in c. 1520 took land 
from the open fields and cut across furlongs indiscrirninately4. Fotheringhay Park was 
made in two stages, the oldest, mentioned in 12305, contains no remains of open-field 
furlongs and was probably taken out of woodland or woodland pasture. The park was 
enlarged at a date as yet undiscovered, and encroached on the fields, which are still 
preserved within it ori the east. 

Newton Bromswold furlongs on the west side of High am Park treat its boundary like 
that of a township (Fig. 6). This demonstrates that the open fields of Newton did not 
extend to the Park until after 1166, because land had been taken out of Newton in 
c. 1110, and the boundary as it now exists was created when the Park was enlarged in 
11666• The woodland of Newton recorded in Domesday was probably near the Park, 
and neighbouring Rushden 7 had furlongs with 'woodland' names. 

The above cases illustrate how fieldwork and mapping can identify examples of early 
estate boundaries. Further detail comes from the written record. 

Parish and tithe 

A parish consists of an area which paid tithes to a particular church. Most present day 
parishes were formed by the twelfth century. In the simplest cases a parish consisted of 
one manor and one field system, such as medieval Ecton or Kettering, and there were 
more after 1500 as manors within vills were merged; Geddington in 1716 (the Duke of 
Montagu purchased the crown manor to add to his existing possessions that had 
belonged to Bury St Edmunds monastery), and Wollaston in 1540 (two manors 
acquired by the College ofSt Mary, Leicester, in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries 
were combined when given to the Duchy of Lancaster). Slighdy more complicated are 
places with one vill and one field system but with more than one manor. Medieval 
examples of this type are Finedon, Helmdon and Kislingbury. 

In the early days of Saxon Christianity, a single minster church would control a 
considerable area. In later centuries more churches were founded, leading towards one 
church for each vill and field system. Survival of an early arrangement is found at 

3 Hall, 'Field systems and township structure' 1989, fig. 11.1, p. 198; survey ofSilsworth in 1678 (NRO ZA 
800), which relates to 'modem' field names compiled from Maps 3159 (1760), 3158 (1771), 3162 
(c. 1820),T41 (1847), 1932 Field Name. Note, ZA 800 places Northingworth Close, lying at the north-east 
angle of Watford against Silsworth, in Silsworth township, but this is an error, arising because North
ingworth was always let with neighbouring Vicars Field. The latter, with Cooks Field, is stated to be in 
Silsworth in 1626 (BHK 144); Watford was then unenclosed. 

4 D. Hall CBA Group 9 Newsletter 5 (1975), 7-9. 
5 Gover et al. PNN p. 202. 
6 Hall and Harding Ruslulen 1985, pp. 97- 101; 108. 
7 Id. pp. 79-81; 87- 90. 
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Fawsley, where payments in acknowledgement of the superiority of the mother church 
were due ' from many surrounding parish churches as late as the sixteenth century. 
Fawsley appears to have been a minster church for most of the Fawsley Hundreds. 

The simple arrangement of one field system belonging to one manor and one church 
was never reached. There are many examples of parishes consisting of two settlements 
each with its own field system, but only one church. Badby and N ewnham were a single 
parish, served by Badby church, although the chapel ofN ewnham had parochial status. 
Brockhall and Muscott was a similar two-township parish, served by Brockhall church, 
with complictions because some of Muscott tithes were due to Norton9; Muscott was 
transferred to Norton in the nineteenth century. There was, however, nearly aways a 
chapel at the vill without the parish church, so that the practical scheme of every vill 
having its own religious building sited within it was achieved, even though the status 
varied. 

The grant of a tithe, a tenth of all the produce of the fields, gardens and the off-spring 
of animals, was in the gift of the lord of the manor. If there were two or more manors in a 
township, the lords of each estate usually supported a single church in the vill. However 
this was not always the case, particularly if one of the manors belonged to a monastery of 
Saxon foundation that had sufficient wealth to construct its own building. Two 
churches once existed at vills that had a secular manor and a manor in the hands, of the 
monasteries of St Emundsbury (Maidwell), Peterborough (Irthlingborough and AId
wincle) and Ramsey (Barnwell). 

At Maidwell there was a single field-system and vill, the secular lord and Bury St 
Edmunds abbey each having a church located at closely adjacent sites, the monastic one 
having long since disappeared. An example of such arrangement surviving with' two 
churches in one churchyard can be seen at Swaflham Prior, Cambs. AIdwincle has two 
churches, one at each end of the village. This was a two-township, two-manor vill and 
the churches relate ' to the separate manors. Barnwell had one field system but two 
manors each with a church at a separate site, St Andrews belonged to the Ramseyabbey 
manor and All Saints (now partly ruined) belonged to the crown manor. The Ramsey 
manor was part of Pole brook Hundred and the crown manor lay in N avisford Hundred, 
and so the hundred boundary was intricately intermixed within the fields. 

More complex cases exist showing the influence of the lord on the ecclesiastical 
arrangements of manors. Ravensthorpe parish had two field systems each with its own 
settlement, Ravensthorpe and Teeton. Coton, a vill in neighbouring Guilsborough 
parish, had its arable land intermixed in Guilsborough township, but the tithes of Cot on 
had been given to Ravensthorpe church, making it part of that parish. Coton is located 
near to Ravensthorpe and had the same lords in 1066 and 1086; this seignurial interest 
is likely to be the reason for the arrangement. Like Barnwell, Ravensthorpe parish lay in 
two hundreds, Guilsborough and Nobottle Grove Hundreds. 

Guilsborough is even more complex. There were three field systems within its parish, 
those of N ortoft, Guilsborough and Coton, and' Hollowell. All the tithes went to 
Guilsborough church except those of Coton, which as explaned, belonged to Raven
sthotpe. Long Buckby and Watford parishes are similar to Guilsborough. Watford was 
a three-township parish, consisting ofWatford, Murcott and Silsworth (see below for an 
analysis). All the tithes went to Watford church except for 11 yardlands of Mu re ott. This 

8 Baker, i pp.377; 386-7. 
9 Baked 119; 419. 
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hamlet lies adjacent to Long Buckby, and the tithe of the 11 yardlands (probably 
demesne) was given to Long Buckbylo. 

In theory the tithe of each yardland could be granted or sold individually. It rarely 
occurred other than with gifts to churches and monasteries, and after the Dissolution 
there was always a tendency for the lord to concentrate any dispersed tithes into his own 
hands. At Wollaston, in the twelfth century, most of the tithe was given to Delapre 
Abbey, Northampton, and a third of the tithe of the demesne was given to StAndrew's 
Priory, Northampton. Mter the Dissolution these tithes came back to the lord of 
Wollaston. In contrast at Earls Barton many yardlands had their tithes sold off, often to 
the owners who then paid no tithe. It was so complex that Thomas Cook, owner of most 
of the tithe in 1740, had a survey made to show which open-field land paid tithe to 
h · 11 un . 

In towns where there were many parish churches, particular yardlands paid tithe to 
their designated church, according to the endowment. At Northampton all four 
medieval churches belonged to St Andrew's Priory, making matters fairly simple, but at 
Cambridge the complexity of an urban system can be seen from a fourteenth-century 
field book 12. 

Township and parish 

Multiple mll parishes 

Examples of the complex way that vills and townships relate to parishes are described 
below; many parishes contain unsuspected townships. 

Creaton township has two vills Great and Little Creaton, the last being in the parish 
ofSpratton. A township with separate fields for each vill is suggested by the assignment 
of yardlands to one or the other vill in the enclosure papers of 1 781 13. However doubt 
arises because it is difficult to see why Little Creaton was enclosed with Great Creaton; if 
Little Creaton were a separate township in Spratton parish it should have been enclosed 
with Spratton. The matter is resolved by examination of terriers which show that the 
yardlands of Great Creaton had lands in furlongs throughout the field system area of 
both vills. A quality book of 1 781 lists all the furlongs and shows that they were divided 
into five fields 14. There was not a grouping of the fields to form one two- and one 
three-field system, as the five names might indicate; Creaton had a five-field arrange
ment of the type found at Newnham, with three large fields and two small 'rye' fields. 

Some terriers state that yardlands are 'in Great Creaton and Little Creaton'15 or in 
the 'feilds and precincts of Great Creaton and Little Creaton and Spratton or some or 
one of them' 16. In both these cases the owners lived at Great Creaton, and the yardlands 
would be expected to belong to Great Creaton (rather than Little Creaton). A glebe 
terrier of 1684 simply says that the land is ' for Great Creaton, probably thinking in 

10 Hall 'Field systems and town~hip structure' 1989, p. 201; see Watford in the Gazetteer of this volume. 
11 NRO FHT 15. 
12 J. R. Ravensdale and C. P. Hall, The WMt Fields of Cambridge (Cambridge Antiquarian Records Society 

1976). 
13 NROA179. 
14 NRO A178; identified using a field-survey plan. 
IS NRO XYZ 4530; 1662. 
16 NRO XYZ 1549; 1665. 
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parish terms, but the land once went through the same five fields (pieces formerly in the 
small rye fields having been 'lost'). 

The structure was, therefore, two vills, one field system (township) and two parishes. 
The lands assigned to Little Creaton were dispersed throughout the fields even though 
they were in Spratton parish. This is the same arrangement as found with Coton in 
Guilsborough, and for part of the township of Murcott in Watford. 

The Towcester area is a region of complex settlement, where there are several 
parishes with multiple vills, like Pattishall, which also contains Dalscote, Eastcote and 
Astcote. Its field systems have not yet been spatially identified. Neighbouring Cold 
Higham contains Grimscote and a deserted settlement at Potcote. Identifiable bound
ary points described in a 1482 terrier show there was then one field-system for Cold 
Higham and Grimscote. Potcote was already enclosed and was therefore most likely to 
have been a separate township. Open-field furlongs referring to Potcote occur in 
charters of the fourteenth century and the seventeenth-century glebe states that tithes 
were due from the old enclosure of Potcote and from the fields of Cold Higham and 
Grimscote. So in the parish of Cold Higham there were two townships and three vills. 

Bridges' description of Watford, in" c. 1720, implies a complex parish: 'to Watford 
belong Catesby an inclosed manor, now reduced to one house; Cumberford a depop
ulated village in an enclosed manor, now reduced to one house; five houses in Murcott; 
[and] Silsworth a depopulated hamlet consisting at present of one house ... '17. 

Fieldwork showed that there were three separate vills, Watford and Murcott, surviving 
as shrunken settlements, and the deserted site ofSilsworth. No separate physical identity 
could be discovered for a settlement that might be associated with the Catesby manor or 
the Cumberford depopulated village mentioned by Bridges. Detailed studies show that 
the three settlements each had their own independent field system, two of them 
three-field and Watford being two-field. The hamlets were subordinate to Watford 
manorially. 

The township structure can be elucidated from several surveys and maps. Silsworth 
lies at the north of the parish and is separated from Watford township by the curving 
boundary described above. Murcott township boundary is marked on a map made 
when it was enclosed with what was left open at Watford in 1771. It is confirmed as the 
open-field township boundary by the coincidence furlong names in a terrier18 and the 
surviving field names (from the sources listed under Silsworth, above). The indepen
dence of the townshIps is confirmed by terriers and charters, where named furlongs of 
one do not overlap with the other. 

From the details of the manorial descent l9 it can be worked out that Cumberford 
manor was one quarter of the Watford manor and manor-house, split offby descent to a 
daughter; it has no separate physical identity from Watford in terms of site and 
present-day earthworks. Even the 'manor house' of Cumberford's manor was part of 
the main Watford manor house. Catesby's manor is Silsworth, which descended 
through a daughter to the Catesby family of neighbouring Ashby St Legders. 

The most complicated case so far encountered is Warkworth, where the division into 
townships ~ach with different tithe connections, almost defies it being called a township 
or a parish in any normal sense. The enclosure act of 1764 gives a concise statement of 

17 Bridges i p. 589. 
18 NRO L56, 1686. 
19 Hall 'Field systems and township structure' 1989 pp. 201-2; Bridges ii pp. 587-8. 
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the structure20, showing that there were three townships (tithings), each in different 
parishes. Warkworth, 960 acres, paid tithes to Warkworth church; Middleton Tithing, 
950 acres, consisting of most of Overthorpe, paid tithes to Middleton Cheney parish; 
and Banbury Tithing, 990 acres containing Nethercote, Grimsbury and Huscote, paid 
tithes to the church of Ban bury. All three townships paid highway rates to Warkworth. 
As though that were not complicated enough, the Warkworth township parsonage 
belonged to Marston St Lawrence church21 • . 

The earlier antiquity of the townships is hinted at by a gift by John Lyon, lord of 
Warkworth in 1345, to Chacombe priory of rent out of land in Grimsbury and 
Nethercote, confirming the identity of this field system22• The impropriate rectory of 
Grimsbury, Nethercote and Overthorpe is mentioned in 158823• The close connection 
of the original group of townships is shown in the arrangements for cutting hay in 
Ashe-Medour4, which was marked out by 2 mowers from Warkworth, 2 from Over
thorpe and 1 each from Grimsbury and Nethercote: two for each township. The 
townships co-operated in the meadows and were enclosed together. Disruption 
occurred in 188925 when the Banbury township was appropriated to Banbury as a 
suburb, and so is now in Oxfordshire. 

Upper and Lower Heyford were also complicated, and are described in the Gazet
teer. The above are examples of parishes where there is more than one settlement, and 
show various degrees of complexity, as would be expected. It is often, but not always, 
found that there is a township for each settlement, so that a parish containing two vills 
will contain two townships, one associated with each vill. This is true even when the 
areas involved are very small, as with Brockhall and Muscott, or if the setdements lie 
very close together, as at Chelveston and Caldecott. 

Analyses of what would be expected as simple cases of one parish, one manor, one 
nucleated vill, and one township often present surprises. Hardingstone and East 
Haddon, although apparendy nucleated vills located in the middle of their fields, were 
both double three-field parishes, split in the first case across the village street and at 
Haddon down the length of the street. Even the small parish of Bradden, 1,100 acres, 
had a dou,ble field system, also divided by the village street. In none of these examples 
does the manorial descent since 1086 account for such a township structure, and it is 
likely that the explanation relates to unrecorded events during the the Saxon period. 

Lost estates 
Detailed field-system studies reveal 'lose townships in a medieval parish, where the 
setdement site, even ifidentifiable, was not located near any present vill. Kislingbury has 
a 'tail' at the south of its field system that may have been a separate township. One of the 
furlongs was called Hardwick, and this could have been the name of a vill (worked out 
from a 1612 fieldbook, see the Gazetteer for details), since an undated thirteenth
century charter describes several lands confined to this one area26• 

Higham Ferrers parish has an extension to the west call Buscott. Buscott was split in 

20 Baker i p. 738; NRO SSF Bundle 3. 
21 Bak~r i pp. 642, 742. 
22 Ancient Dettfs iii B39 79. 
23 Baker i p. 749. 
24 Bridges i p. 219. 
25 Kelly's Directory 1894, p. 285 . . 
26 NRO YZ 3637; a plan is published in Hooke 1988, p.109. 
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ownership between Higham and neighbouring Newton Bromswold, although it was 
entirely in Higham parish27. No vill site can be located or is referred to in any document. 
The first reference to Buscott is the grant of a few lands in the thirteenth century28. 
Higham can be studied using the fieldbook of 156729. Buscott is different from Higham 
because of the tenurial characteristics. The main open field of Higham was split 
between holdings so that an owner of a single yardland did not have two adjacent lands. 
By contrast Buscott was divided into small blocks of several lands and was held by lessees 
ofHigharrt demesne. In other words Buscott was not part of the former villein land, but 
was seignurial. The Newton half was already enclosed by 1567, but that of Higham 
remained open and was divided' into three parts and added to the three fields of High am 
for cultivation (Fig. 7). 

The reasons for such a complex arrangement are of interest. Buscott was fairly 
certainly a separate township, presumably once with a vill. It may have been an original 
site of Newton, before Newton was relocated on the high claylands at its present site and 
so became a 'new town'. Alternatively Buscott may have become depopulated with the 
inhabitants moving more or less equally to Higham and Newton, its nearest neighbours. 
After a few generations the families farming the lands would be considered 'natives' of 
their new abodes and, by default, Buscott lands would belong to the neighbouring 
townships. 

Buscott presumably dates from the late Saxon period. It is not mentioned, or its 
existence implied, in any estate or taxation document. If it were the former site of 
Newton, then it was certainly ofpre-Conquest origin, because Newton was already in 
existence by 10663°. . 

Multiple estates 

The grouping of several adjacent settlements, each possessing different resources, into a 
convenient economic unit has been termed a 'multiple estate'31. Under such a system 
each particular sub-unit (township) would provide its own specialized resources such as 
meadow, wood, or corn from good quality agricultural soil. Such arrangements are 
known in the Celtic regions and there is evidence for a Celtic ancestry in more 
peripheral regions of England32 and on the Continent33. 

The Fawsley Hundred was identified by Baker as a Saxon estate based on the royal 
manor of Fawsley, which included most of the Fawsley Hundred34. Other similar 
groupings are suggested from the Domesday Survey, and have been studied by F oard35. 
Earls Barton was held by the thegn Bondi, which was probably his caput, there is a 
notable Saxon church with a motte next to it. In 1086 the neighbouring vills of Great 

27 Newton Bromswold enclosure papers 1800, NRO Box X3474. 
28 BL Harl. Ch. III D 45. 
29 NRO Fitzwilliam Misc. Vol. 47; see the Gazetteer under Higham Ferrers. 
30 lliustrated in Hooke Anglo-Saxon Settlements 1988, p. 114. 
31 P. H. Sawyer English Medieval Settlement 1979, pp. 1-8; G. R. G.Jones in id. pp. 9-34. 
32 G. R. G.Jones in Hooke Medieval Villages 1985, p.l04; G. R. G.Jones in Rowley The Origins ojOpen-Field 

Agriculture (London 1981), pp. 202-25. 
33 Hooke Medieval Villages 1985, Chapter 12. 
34 Baker i pp. 377,386-7. 
35 G. Foard, 'The Administrative Organization of Northamptonshire in the Saxon Period', Anglo-Saxon 

Studies in Archaeology and History (Oxford University Committee for Archaeology) 4, 1985, pp. 185- 222. 
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Doddington, Wilby and Mears Ashby belonged to Earls Barton, and Bondi also had 
Ecton. The name Barton shows it to be the 'barley' or corn producing tun. Mears Ashby, 
named after ash trees had woodland; the field book of 1577 establishes that there was 
woodland at the north next to Hardwick Wood36. Adjacent furlong names of long 
stocking, over stocking, short stocking and tlwmwood show that the wood was once larger. The 
northern part of Ecton had heathland according to the furlong names. Here, then, is a 
group of several parishes three of which could provide fish from the River N ene and hay 
from the meadows, and others could provide timber and furze for kindling37. 

A problem with such a concept as the multiple estate is how did it arise; was there an 
early and deliberate creation of a large estate with different functional setdements, 
producing resources that were most readily available in the immediate locality or was 
such an estate built up by purchase, aiming to create an economically independent unit. 

The Higham Ferrers Hundred may be taken as a case study. The Domesday returns 
for Higham Ferrers Hundred could be interpreted as representing a multiple estate 
based on Higham, then in the hands of William Peverel and in 1066 the property of 
Gaetha, countess of Hereford. The situation in 1086, with only partial ownership in 
most of the townships in which the estate lay, can be viewed either as a glimpse of 
aggregation or disintegration. Subsequent events, examined to see if there was a trend 
one way or the other that might be extrapolated before 1066, reveal the following. 

The Peverel-Lancaster estate was administered from four central submanors in 1298, 
an arrangement that was very likely in existence in 1086 and 106638• 

Disintegration evidence 

Raunds The demesne of Raunds indicates that the two principal manors once formed a 
single one. A third small manor (Hall or Gages) appears in the thirteenth century. 
There are no known manorial sites for the Peverel-Lancaster lands at Ringstead, 
Hargrave or Stanwick, and all the lands in these dependent townships became 
freehold. 

Higham Chelveston and Caldecott were a chapelry of High am; Chelveston manor was let out 
as a freehold in the thirteenth century. Buscott was shared with Newton Bromswold. 

Rushden Rushden was retained in demesne with the Park. 

Irchester Irchester had few changes; there were two townships (Irchester and Knuston) and 
complex freehold manors at Irchester (which included the hamlet of Chester). Parts 
of Bozeat and Easton Maudit were attached to this manor, the Bozeat land being 
granted to StJames' monastery, Northampton, founded by William Peverel. 

Integration evidence 

Raunds Ringstead and Raunds adsorbed the Cottons field system by the fifteenth century, 
but the Lancaster estate did not acquire the vills. 

Rushden Rushden absorbed the crown Finedon soke lands in the early twelfth century. 

Irchester The overlordship ofWollaston was purchased in the thirteenth century. 

No Peverel-Lancaster aggregation policy is discernible; the history of the estate is one 

36 NRO ZA 3709. 
37 Dlustrated in Hooke Anglo-Saxon Settlements 1988, p.l05. 
38 For more detail see Hall Wollaston 1977; Hall and Harding Rushden, 1985; Hall et al. Raunds 1988; Kerr 

Higham Ferrers, 1925, Kerr Irc/wter, 1913 (articles published in a newspaper, collected as a volume at NRO 
YZ 1253). 
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of static administration with effective ownership being eroded. On the other hand the 
estate could not easily have acquired other manors; the remainder ofStanwick belonged 
to Peterborough abbey, and the remainder of Raunds and Ringstead belonged to the 
Gloucester Fee. This estate had developed its own static administration, and became 
even more eroded than that of the Lancasters. The Bidun Fee held Newton and Mill 
Cotton. 

Stanwick and Hargave monastic lands were not available before 1540. The rest of 
Irchester was freehold. Wollaston Hall manor disintegrated. Unless the 4ncasters were 
prepared to enter the property market at a local yardland level there was not much 
available. There is no evidence that they did so, the estate was left to its officials who had 
no brief to change anything. 

To look for estate-building policies we have to turn to a period when personalities 
dominated, as with the redistribution of estates among the Norman followers ofWilliam 
I, or the acquisition of estates by monasteries, when those of Saxon foundation, such as 
Ely and Ramsey, can be seen enlarging their possessions during the lOth century. 

Field system evidence 

If we study the field systems of the Higham sub-manor, it is possible to see the allocation 
of resources in a different way. Let it be assumed that Gaetha's predecessors obtained a 
substantial tract ofland that became the manor of High am (presumably also containing 
Newton), and laid out the setdements and townships of High am, Buscott, Chelveston, 
Caldecott and Newton to manage the then available resources (Fig. 11). Buscott was so 
small and on the edge of marginal land that it is difficult to believe it was ever viable 
except as a pioneer farm. Chelveston and Caldecott were so close to each other as to 
make the creation of two field systems unnecessary. Newton, from its name, must have 
been later than any initial creation, probably a resetdement of Buscott. It is therefore 
unlikely that there was a single planning act to create such a diverse series of townships. 
A much better interpretation is probably that the vills and fields resulted from individual 
acts of 'pioneering' setdement, and were not formed by any 'planning' processes. 

The Higham Ferrers 'multiple estate' seems best interpreted as a substantial property 
formed by aggregation (purchase) in the late Saxon period. Such an approach is 
supported by Bonney39. Much must have happened before we see it in 1066, such as the 
Raunds manor splitting into two. There is no evidence that the estate has early origins. 

Tenurial organization 

We have so far studied estates and parishes and their component townships. Let us now 
turn to a lower level and study how yardlands were distributed within a township. 

Field books with regular tenurial c:ycles 
In many field books the disposition of tenants' and occupiers,' names appears at first 
sight to be at random with no sense discernible as to who has which land. For some parts 
of Yorkshire, Charles Varley wrote in 1766: 

39 D. Bonney, 'Early boundaries and Estates in Southern England' in P. H. Sawyer English Medieual Settlement 
1979, pp. 39-51; p. 50. 
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Higham 
Ferrers 

Hundred 

Figute 11, townships in the Higham Ferrers Hundred showing the ext~nt of medieval settlement, meadow 
and woodland. 
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'none will have perhaps above one or two ridges lying together in one place, but alternately 
mixed or interpersed throught the field, insomuch, that a farmer had no way to know his own 
ridges'40 

This would be a fair description of many Northamptonshire eighteenth-century field 
books, such as Raunds or Ashby St Ledgers, until they are further studied. However, a 
number of Northamptonshire townships do readily exhibit a regular structure which 
survived until enclosure in the seventeenth or eighteenth century; there is a regular 
tenurial sequence with the same series of names repeating itself over and over again in 
the furlongs. 

The clearest case is Ecton which has a map dated 170341 . At Ecton there are strips of 
land marked ·on the map called 'hides' which lie in cycles of 11 that repeat themselves 
throughout the furlongs of the parish. At first sight these could be interpreted as strips of 
the open fields with names marked on. Further consideration shows that the strips are of 
unlikely width (c. 80 yards) and that the names cannot be related to the inhabitants of 
1703. The hides are actually groups of 10 lands lying together42. 

Within the hides there was a fixed order of holdings, the neighbours each side always 
being the same (provided that they held a full yardland). Such an arrangement was in 
operation from at least the thirteenth century; an undated charter granted 'one 
messuage ... and one virgate of arable land in the fields of Eketon between the land of 
Robert de Catteworth on one part and the land ofJohri le Hird on the other'43.John le 
Hird was also a neighbour of the messuage and possibly the houses as well as the lands 
were laid out in the same fixed order. All the surviving terriers ofEcton land from the 
thirteenth to eighteenth century show the same fixed regularity. For instance a terrier of 
half a yardland (27 entries) made in 1664, had as neighboursJ ohn Morris always on the 
north and west, and Edward Hensman on the east and south44• Another terrier of 1706 
describes 46 lands, nearly all single roods of arable and ley, and had Ralph Freeman on 
the south and east on all occasions and William Barker on the north and west in all but 
one position45. The whole township had been laid out in a regular manner with a given 
yardland always having the same position. The hides have a medieval origin as shown 
by charters that record their names in the fifteenth century (see below). 

Hardingstone East Fields had a regular tenurial sequence of 32 names recorded in a 
fieldbook of c. 1660. The 1660 order of survey was not the same as the earlier tenurial 
sequence; sometimes the cycles begin with the first name of the furlong and on other 
occasions a few names are missing, or the order is reversed. Sometimes a name is 
missing within the sequence, replaced by another name, but the sequence is picked up 
one or two names further on. Such variations can be explained by exchanges or by 
yardlands being split between owners. If it be assumed that there was an original layout 
of32 names in fixed sequence, corresponding to 32 yardlands with dispersed lands, then 
if one of the yardlands were split between two owners the position in the sequence would 

40 E. R. R. Green, 'On open town fields', Ag. Hist. Rev., 9, 1961, p. 85. 
41 NRO Map 2115; studied by the Danish historian Goransson, who was looking for parallels to the regular 

systems found in Denmark; S. Goransson, 'Regular open-field pattern in England, and the Scandinavian 
Solskifte', GeogrqfiskaAnnaler, 43 (1961), pp. 80-104. 

42 Stated in deeds; NRO E(S) 83-4 (1609). 
43 NRO E(S)155. 
44 NRO E(S) 1. 
45 NRO E(S) 462. 
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be occupied by two names occurring more or less alternately; this is as found. The whole 
set of regular sequences unite to form a regular cycle on the large scale46. 

A regular order, in various stages of disintegration, can be found in a field book of 
Mears Ashby, 1577, where there was a cycle of 40 lands corresp~nding to 40 yardlands. 
Many of the positions are shared by several names as at Hardingstone. The oldest 
example of a regular tenurial cycle fully recorded in a township field-book is Muscott in 
the parish of Brockhall. It has an undated field book that can be shown to have been 
made in 1433 for the purposes of an exchange of demesne leading to consolidation for 
enclosure47 . The lands to be exchanged are marked in the book margins and deeds of 
exchange survive dated 143348• 

Within the terrier is a hidden tenurial sequence of 19 names. Like Hardingstone some 
names are missed out from time to time and often the sequence is in reverse order. On 
occasions one rood corresponds to an entry, so that if there were a 0.5 acre entry it 
would have to be accounted as two names and the next land would be the 3rd name and 
not the second. Yet sometimes the lands fit the sequence irrespective of size. The origin 
of the regular order must be very ancient to have have reached the degree of disorder 
found in 1433, and the surveyor of 1433 ignored it. Only a few Muscott furlongs can be 
identified so full analysis is limited to the north east of the township. There are furlongs 
that have 1 or 2 cycles of the 19 tenurial positions. More discussion is given in the 
Gazetteer. 

Great Billing has an interesting example of a regular order in the seventeenth 
century. There is no field book, but recorded in a glebe book, of c. 1684, without 
explanatory comment, is a diagram showing two sets of 43 lands with the occupiers' 
names written in. The unit strips are called roods but some of the holders with two units 
adjacent had united them as a double unit called a 'land'. The sketched plan does not 
state that it was a scheme for a tenurial cycle of lands, but this can be demonstrated 
because the 43 are further subdivided into groups of20, 10 and 13, each group being 
divided by a balk. The glebe is marked as the 19th, 20th and 36th rood, and a glebe 
terrier of 1684 states that 2 yardlands lay in half acres in the 20-rood hides, next to the 
balks that divide the 20-rood hides from the 10-rood hides, and one yardland lay in the . 
13-rood hide 5 roods from the balk on one side and 7 roods from the balk on the other49. 

This description agrees precisely with the sketched scheme, and the terriers describe the 
positions of the lands in all the furlongs, showing that the scheme operated over the 
whole township. 

Other places without a field book have meadow lists or schemes showing, either 
direcdy or indirecdy, that a regular tenurial cycle did exist. The meadows of ~hby St 
Ledgers, in 1715, had regular cycles of 40. Byfield meadows, in 16625°, were divided 
into poles and the names of the owners of each were listed. The name-order is fairly 
repetative with the glebe near to the 43rd and 44th positions. For three of the meadows 
the name-sequence runs in reverse order relative to the others. In all, the meadows were 
divided into five and a half cycles of about 72 poles, the half cycle being selective of 
people; it does not name all of them with half-sized pieces of meadow. 

46 Mapped in Hall 'Hardingstone' 1980, fig. 2, p.124. 
47 NRO Th 183, Spencer 1056, in the Gazetteer. 
48 NRO Th 1321 is an original charter, copied with the remainder in a cartulary of c.1587, Th 2047 

pp. 19-23. 
49 NRO Great Billing glebe terrier, 1684. 
50 NRO 56P/91. 
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Taking all 5 full cycles, the first 4 positions are always occupied by Richard Norris 
and William Healy, and the 5th is George Harris in 4 cases. Seven people have the 6th 
place (some halves) heralding a region of apparent irregularity. However many of the 
names occur in the same sequence, but one or two poles out. The glebe is fairly constant, 
as are the 7 poles belonging to one Nason (formerly Cawcutt, probably demesne). Most 
striking are two adjacent 1.25 poles, the only quarters in the whole sequence; they lie in 
the same positions in all the meadows. A regular order is therefore certain, and was 
presumably not obvious to the 1662 surveyors, or they would have taken each meadow 
in the same order. The cycle is consistent with there being 72 yardlands in the open 
fields, since the glebe 2 poles are equivalent to 2 yardlands. 

A meadow list for Little Stowe (in Stowe Nine Churches) has a regular order, and the 
~eighbours of the glebe are consistent with neighbours described in a terrier of 1684. 
Newnham regular meadow list of 1552 is given in the Gazetteer. 

AnalYsis of fieldbooks with irregular tenurial layout 
Careful study offieldbooks that appear to have no order sometimes reveals evidence of a 
disintegrated structure; see Chapter 10 for Ashby St Ledgers and the Gazetteer for 
Higham Ferrers. 

Examples of field books without any discernible regularity are Raunds and Kisling
bury. At Raunds the explanation is to be found in the breakdown and re-aggregation of 
farms that was allowed by the Lancaster estate in the fourteenth century. Property 
transactions of sokage tenure recorded in court rolls and listed by individual farms in a 
rental of 1552 were measured in acres, yardlands not being mentioned. Rushden, part 
of the same Lancaster estate, has a record of c. 1350, listing its yardlands. A single 
yardland was shared by 2, 4, and in one case, 16 people. This is presumably the 
beginning of a complete breakdown, there being no yardlands mentioned for the major, 
copyhold, part of the estate from the fifteenth-century onwards. The court rolls show, 
that as with Raunds, there was a very active property market. 

It is possible that nearly all of the apparently disordered field books have some relict 
structure, but it is so disguised as not to be obvious by inspection. The data need to be 
analysed mathematically using electronic techniques. 

AnalYsis of terriers 
When there was a regular tenurial order the owner of a single yardland always had the 
same neighbours on either side. In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries yardlands at 
Newnham and Ecton, instead of being described by a terrier, furlong by furlong, were 
defined by stating who the neighbours were, which was quite sufficient, because they 
belonged to a tenurial sequence, and furlong names were not needed. The Newnham 
yardland in 1198 was said to lie in the fields next to the yardland of William son of 
Stephen51 • This statement implies that there was a fixed order of tenants. 

Most townships do not have field books or other statement confirming a regular 
tenurial order, and terriers of individual farms have to be studied for tenurial arrange
ments. The evidence of single yardland terriers is less full than a field book, but if there 
had been a regular order then the neighbours would always be the same. It is frequently 
found, especially with medieval terriers, that the neighbours are the same on either side 

51 Pipe Roll Society 24 (1900) p.147. 
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of the lands in each furlong, thus implying a regular order. This was the case with a 
yardland terrier of 1361 for Shipton, Bucks., published by Seebohm. In 66 entries one 
neighbour was the same on one side and only two occur on the other, 43 and 23 times 
each. Seebohm interpreted this as evidence of a regular sequence52. 

Before claiming that the occurrence of a few neighbours in a terrier is proof of the 
presence of a regular tenurial cycle, other explanations must be considered. There may 
be few landowners in the township, so even if the strip order was random, there would 
still only be reference to two or three neighbours in a terrier. The approximate number 
oflandoWners in a vill therefore needs to be ascertained from taxation lists, rentals, court 
rolls or Qther records. 

Another example giving rise to only two neighbours would occur if a holding had 
been split between three persons. Such examples are rare, and it could have been done 
in two ways. Each land in, say a yardland, could be split into three lengthways, making 
three narrow lands. The other method would be to allot every third land to one of the 
parties. Only a few cases of the first method have been found in Northamptonshire, one 
at Ecton53, specified that 49 lands were" to be split lengthways, to take 1.5 yardlands out 
of6 in 1608. This is an unusual event because it is a tedious method of division involving 
going out into the fields, measuring, and setting furrows down every land. The second 
method could be done as a paper exercise, using an existing terrier. It would not lead to 
the new owners being regular neighbours of each other. Flore gives an example of the 
usual method of dividing open-field properties. A 1683 terrier of half a yardland 
describes 46 lands and leys. Half of the property was subject to a mortgage and its terrier 
describes 27 of the 46 lands, which were not split physically54. 

Since very narrow lands, other than balks, are not common, the lengthways splitting 
of a yardland into three parts to give only two regular neighbours must have been rare 
indeed. Two regular neighbours could, ' nevertheless, be achieved by splitting a three
yardland holding, providing that it comprised of three or more, adjacent yardlands. 
However, such holdings are also uncommon (except for dispersed demesne). 

The reason that this point has been laboured somewhat, is because cases of splitting 
property between heirs have been noted previously and used as dismissive evidence of 
the the existence of a regular tenurial cycle. A proven example oflongitudinal splitting 
between heirs, at Chippenham, Cambs., in the thirteenth century lead to the comment 
'at first sight, this looks like a much battered survival from the original allotment of 
strips; in fact it may not be the product of co-aration, but the division of holdings 
between heirs 55. 

Only a very low propOrtion of property transactions are concerned with the splitting 
of holdings, and even fewer (almost none) of the specialised type of division, that give rise 
to regular neighbours. Since a regular order of neighbours clearly exists, or is implied, in 
most of the thousands of terriers examined, the statistical probability is that regular 
tenurial cycles existed in most townships, probably all, at one time. This observation is 
strongly re-enforced from the tenurial cycles listed, mapped, or observable in field 
books. 

52 Seebohm 1883, pp. 24-5. 
53 NRO E(S) 383b. 
54 NRO YZ 9375-6. 
55 M. Spufford, A Camhritlgeshire Communi9'; Chippenham.ftom Settlnnent to Enclosure, Occasional Papers, Dept. of 

Engl. Local Hist., Univ of Leics., XX, 1965, p. 22. 
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The two townships of Aldwincle provide suitable examples of terrier analysis. 
The glebe terriers for the parish and township of St Peter describe 53.75 acres plus 
meadow. The neighbours in 1684 are very regular, being mostly widow Wood 
and Richard Elstow. In Fingerfoot Field there are 20 parcels and so 40 neighbours 
described (one each side); 5 of these are topographical with 4 other people mentioned 
once and the other 31 positions being taken by widow Wood and Richard Elstow. A 
regular order is therefore strongly suggested, with two people occupying 89 percent of 
the positions. 

A 1632 terrier of the glebe of the parish and township of Alwincle All Saints 
has numerous neighbours. In Meer field 51 parcels with 102 neighbour positions have 
18 that are topographical, 31 are missing and 54 are shared between 17 people. These 
54 positions have 6 people mentioned once, 4 twice, 2 thrice, 2 five times, and one 
person mentioned in each of seven, eight and nine times. Therefore 3 people occupy 24 
of the 54 positions (44 percent) and 4 people hold 34 (63 percent). It seems there was 
once a regular order, but by 1632 it was in a 'state of disintegration. However, there is 
further evidence that there had been a regular order, in spite of the variation of the 
neighbours, because on three occasions the glebe is stated to lie between a neighbour on 
one side and the fiflh land on the other. Another entry states that the glebe is 5 lands 
'off the way' demonstrating that the glebe occupied the 6th position in a regular 
sequence. 

The degree of validity of such neighbour analysis of single terriers can made using the 
1577 field book ofMears Ashby. There was once a regular cycle of 40 lands Qisted in the 

. Gazetteer), in which positions 1, 9, 26-8 are invariable throughout, and other positions 
have a vanety of occupants. Had a terrier of position 27. survived, then it would give the 
result that two people each occupied 50 percent of the positions and that therefore a 
perfectly regular order existed. A terrier of position 31 (assuming all the the tenurial 
cycles were similar to the three examples printed) would indicate a random order with, 
say, 33 people occupying 3 percent of the positions each. The reality lies between these 
extremes, a regular order being discernible in the field book, with a moderate degree of 
breakdown. 

The test for a regular order of neighbours in a Mears Ashby terrier of 1636 gives the 
following. There were 11 neighbours occupying 34 named positions, 4 people occupied 
I place, 1 two places, 2 three, 2 six and one 10 places (the lord). From which 1 person 
holds 29 percent, 3 people 71 percent and 5 people 88 percent. Since a regular order is 
known from the 1577 field book, the 1636 data represent the proportions of neighbours 
that may be expected, so that, fot other townships, where 3 people occupy 70 percent of 
the positions, it may be assumed that a regular order had existed and would be 
identifiable in a field book. In the analyses given in the Gazetteer and listed in the 
Appendix a regular tenurial order has been assumed if3 people occupied 60 percent, or 
more, of the positions. 

General conclusions on tenurial cycles 

The existence of a regular tenurial cycle at any particular time does not prove that it was 
necessarily an original feature of the layout. Thirsk, arguing from the flexibilty of the 
land market, found it impossible to believe that a regular order could have survived 
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from several hundred years before the thirteenth century56. A regular order could have 
been introduced at any time by a deliberate act of 'remodelling' . Several cases, from the 
sixteenth century onwards, are claimed for various parts of the country57. However, 
checking of 'the sources given shows that the examples, where they are not unsub
stantiated personal opinion58, are only concerned with slight alterations, exchanges for 
consolidation of holdings prior to enclosure, or a change in the number of fields and 
cropping arrangements. The latter has been discussed already and has nothing to do 
with altering the order of lands. 

In Northamptonshire there is widespread evidence for a regular order in the fields, 
and the earlier the source the greater is the regularity. Analyses of field books and 
terriers (following the 60 percent level of regular neighbours explained above), listed in 
the Appendix suggest that 93 townships out of a total of 116 (80 per cent) for which data 
have been worked had a regular tenurial order. Those with information before 1425 
had a regular order in 23 out of a total of 25 cases, or 92 percent; only Dodford and 
Raunds have irregular medieval terriers. The implication is that most, probably all, 
townships had their fields set out in a regular order at an early date. With the passage of 
time the only change is from order to chaos, the degree of increasing disorder varying, as 
would be expected, from township to township. A regular order would therefore seem to 
be a very old and fundamental feature, and in some townships the regularity continued 
for a long time. There was a regular order at N ewnham in 1198 and a regular cycle of 40 
in the meadows of 1552, and in leys of 170659. Ecton is similar with a regular order 
impli,ed in a thirteenth century grant and a charter of c. 1290; the tenurial cycle survived 
sufficiendy intact to be mapped 400 years later, in 1703. 

It is difficult to believe that s~ch a fundamental change as the re-arrangement oflands 
into a regular order would not leave a record, as noted by Titow60. It would be more 
tedious to perform than enclosure; there would have to be a survey of all the existing 
lands in terms of soil quality, value, location, tenure and tide. These are the same 
processes required by eighteenth-century enclosures except that there would be the 
same number of parcels after re-arrangement as before. The whole process would be 
expensive and poindess with no improvement of agriculture and no increased rentable 
values to act as an economic driving force. 

There is not a single case known in the whole country at any date where lands have 
been arranged in a regular order throughout the furlongs61 • The implication is that such 
arrangements were made before the time of detailed estate records, that is before 
c.1200. 

Hides as tenurial sub-units 
The regular ordering of lands is the system known in Denmark as the solskijle, or 
'sunshift' system, so called because the cycles were always considered to run clockwise, 
from west to east or north to south, whicQ is 'towards the sun'. Some townships exhibit 

56 J. Thirsk, Past and Present 32, 1964, p. 21. 
57 Baker and Butlin Field Systems 1973, p. 647. 
58 M. M. Postan, CambrUIge Economic History of Europe vol. 1 The Agrarian Life of the Middle Ages p. 555. 
59 NRO Th 56'3, 168. 
60 J. Z. Titow, 'Medieval England and the Open-Field system', Past and Present 33, 1965, pp.86-102; 

pp. 90-4. 
61 Evidence from Scotland to the contrary relates to different agricultural systems, G. Whittington in Baker 

and Butlin, 1973, pp. 541- 2. 
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more substructure, with subdivision of a complete tenurial cycle into units called hides, as 
described in the Gazetteer for Great Billing and Ecton. Hide names for three villages 
are: 

Ecton Hardingstone Earls BaTion 

Marys Swinsets Hall 
Corrall Doylies Boon 
Lawrence Barrole Thorpe 
Stannymans Follits Holmby 
Dickins Bouden Demeane 
Abbits Sickarsbies Acreman 
Hall Poles 
Billings Caudwell 
Badgers 
Parsons 
Holton 

The Billing division into 20, 10 and 13-rood hides cannot be related to any known 
manorial structure, since there was always a single manor there from 1086 until 
enclosure in 1778. It may once have been related to tenure. 

A plan of the Ecton hides has been published62• The furlongs were mapped in the 
usual way and hide information added from the 1703 plan63• This plan does not mark 
hides at the north which had then been put down to pasture. The complete sequence 
can be reconstructed by studying the furlong names in earlier terriers which show that 
the hides once ran through the pasture area of 1703. IfHoltons hide be considered the 
beginning of the cycle then a regular solskifi system exists, always moving to the right, as 
was the normal medieval practise. 

Ecton, hides are mentioned in 146464. Two of the names were those of monastic 
holdings, abbots and manes belonging respectively to the abbot of Warden, Beds., and 
(possibly) St Mary, Delapre. Halls hide was demesne and parsons hide contained the glebe. 
The other names are probably those of medieval owners; members of the Laurence 
family are witnesses to Ecton charters in 1357 and 136065, and the Billing family 
witnessed charters in 1397 and 146466. 

Hardingstone East End Fields had a regular cycle of32 lands and these were grouped 
as regular sub-groups of 4-lands called hides, each of which had a name. The names 
apear to be those of medieval owners or occupiers; there is no contemporary dating, 
only the name-forms themselves. 

Earls Barton hide names are mainly tenurial, referring to the demesne, two manors, 
the land of the hamlet of Dowthorpe, and the bondhold (boon) land. 

The hides have an exact parallel with the Danish holskift system67. Since this system is 
unknown in Germany, Holland or Belgium (E. . Ulsig pers. comm. 1981), it seems 
reasonable to look to the tenth century for an explanation of its occurrence in Denmark 
and England, when ties between the countries were close. Support for this early date 

62 D. Hall, 'Fieldwork and field books' 1983, pp. 115-131; p. 125. 
63 NRO Map 2115. 
64 NRO E(S) 1 and 79. 
65 NRO E(S)156, 164 . . 
66 NRO E(8)179, 185. 
67 S. Goransson, see 'Regular open-field pattern', f.n. 41. 
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comes from the large number of Old Norse name-elements in the furlong names of the 
parishes, particularly the use of the dale instead of the English slade for a valley. 

Few other places have such comprehensive records of hide subdivisions except the 
four named hides at Kettering, and the unnamed hides at Clopton and Mears Ashby. 
There are references, sometimes passing, to hides in lands or in meadows at many 
places. The complete list of places (18) where hides have been noticed is: 

Mears Ashby, Aynho, Earls Barton, Great Billing, Clopton, Cranford St John, 
Denton, Doddington, Ecton, Hardingstone, Little Houghton, Irthlingborough, Ketter
ing, Ravensthorpe, Rushden, Sywell, Welliagborough, and Wollaston. 

Most hides lay in the Nene Valley, but probably such hide divisions were ohce 
widespread. Those at Clopton, Denton, and Kettering closely relate to Domesday 
hides. 
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